Theoretical study on the structure and stabilities of molecular clusters of oxalic acid with water.
The importance of aerosols to humankind is well-known, playing an integral role in determining Earth's climate and influencing human health. Despite this fact, much remains unknown about the initial events of nucleation. In this work, the molecular properties of common organic atmospheric pollutant oxalic acid and its gas phase interactions with water have been thoroughly examined. Local minima single-point energies for the monomer conformations were calculated at the B3LYP and MP2 level of theory with both 6-311++G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets and are compared with previous works. Optimized geometries, relative energies, and free energy changes for the stable clusters of oxalic acid conformers with up to six waters were then obtained from B3LYP calculations with 6-31+G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets. Initially, cooperative binding is predicted to be the most important factor in nucleation, but as the clusters grow, dipole cancellations are found to play a pivotal role. The clusters of oxalic acid hydrated purely with water tend to produce extremely stable and neutral core systems. Free energies of formation and atmospheric implications are discussed.